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Abstract		

Ali	Ufkî	Bey	 (Wojciech	Bobowski)	 is	 one	of	 the	most	

important	 figures	 of	 the	 Turco-Polish	 cultural	

relations,	and	a	product	of	both	worlds.	He	was	born	

around	1610	in	a	village	near	Lviv,	which	belonged	to	

the	Polish-Lithuanian	Commonwealth	at	the	time.	He	

was	 captured	 during	 a	war	 and	 brought	 to	 Istanbul.	

He	 was	 then	 educated	 at	 the	 Ottoman	 court	 and	

served	 as	 interpreter	 and	 counselor	 for	many	 years.	

He	was	a	musician	and	could	speak	several	languages.	

After	 his	 release,	 he	 chose	 not	 to	 leave	 Istanbul,	

where	he	probably	died	around	1675.	

Ali	 Ufkî	 Bey	 left	 behind	 various	 works	 on	 music,	

languages,	religion	and	Ottoman	court	life.	

From	 a	 philological	 and	 musical	 point	 of	 view,	 this	

paper	will	discuss	a	hymn,	which	 is	 found	 in	both	of	

his	 major	 works	 containing	 notes	 and	 texts.	 This	

hymn	was	 released	as	 a	 cassette	 sound	 recording	 in	

Turkey	 in	 the	 late	 1980s.	 Gaining	 certain	 popularity	

since	 then,	 it	 is	 written	 and	 interpreted	 with	 a	

modern	 pronunciation,	 containing	 different	 musical	

features	 and	notations	 by	modern	musicians.	 In	 this	

paper	 I	 will	 try	 to	 reconstruct	 the	 text	 and	 music,	

which	 is	 to	 be	 followed	 by	 a	 live	 oud	 performance	

and	singing	of	the	hymn	adhering	to	its	authenticity.	

Özet		

Polonya	 ve	 Türkiye	 arasındaki	 kültürel	

münasebetlerden	 bahsedilecekse	 bu	 iki	 dünyanın	

ortak	 değeri	 ve	mahsulü	 olan	Ali	Ufkî	 Bey	 (Wojciech	

Bobowski),	 en	 önemli	 simalardan	 biri	 olarak	 öne	

çıkacaktır.	 1610	 civarında	 Lviv	 yakınlarında	bir	 köyde	

doğmuştur.	 Lviv	 o	 zamanlar	 Polonya-Litvanya	

devletler	 ittifakının	 sahip	 olduğu	 topraklar	 içerisinde	

bulunuyordu.	 Ali	 Ufkî	 Bey,	 bir	 muharebe	 esnasında	

esir	edilerek	İstanbul’a	getirildi.	Sarayda	tahsil	gördü,	

bilahare	 burada	 uzun	 yıllar	 tercüman	 ve	 danışman	

olarak	 hizmet	 verdi.	 Müzisyendi	 ve	 birçok	 dile	

hâkimdi.	 1675	 civarında	 öldü.	 Hürriyetine	

kavuştuktan	 sonra	 muhtemelen	 İstanbul’u	 terk	

etmedi.	Ali	Ufkî	Bey	müzik,	dil,	 din	 ve	Osmanlı	 saray	

hayatına	dair	birçok	eser	bırakmıştır.	

Bu	 tebliğde,	 nota	 ve	 güfte	 ihtiva	 eden	 iki	 büyük	

eserinin	 her	 ikisinde	 de	 bulunan	 bir	 ilahi,	 filolojik	 ve	

müzikal	bakımlardan	mütalaa	edilecektir.	Söz	konusu	

ilahi	1980’lerin	Türkiye’sinde	kaset	üzerinde	ses	kaydı	

olarak	 neşredilmişti.	 1980’lerden	 beri	 belli	 oranda	

popülerlik	kazanan	eser,	orijinalinden	farklı	makam	ve	

usullerle	 notaya	 alınarak	 çalınmakta	 ve	 modern	 bir	

telaffuzla	 okunmaktadır.	 Bu	 oturumda	 -farklı	 bir	

uygulamayla-	 metni	 dönemin	 telaffuzunu	 dikkate	

alarak,	makamı	da	aslına	irca	ederek	ud	ve	teganni	ile	

canlı	olarak	icra	etmeye	gayret	edeceğim.	
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About	the	life	and	works	of	Ali	Ufkî	Bey	
	
If	we	are	to	talk	about	Turco-Polish	relations	in	a	cultural-historical	sense,	Ali	Ufkî	Bey	would	be	one	of	the	first	
people	to	remember.	
	
Without	doubt,	he	is	well	known	to	everyone	studying	Turco-Polish	cultural	relations,	and	conducting	research	
on	the	history	of	Turkish	music	and/or	Ottoman	language.	However,	I	would	like	to	say	a	few	sentences	about	
his	personality	as	well	as	his	works	to	remind	you	briefly	of	the	subject	matter	and	make	an	introduction	to	my	
paper:	
	
A	 person	 of	 Polish	 descent,	 Ali	 Ufkî	 Bey	 was	 born	 around	 1610	 in	 a	 village	 near	 Lviv.	 His	 birth	 name	 was	
Wojciech	 Bobowski.	 Among	 other	 things,	 he	 is	 also	 known	 as	 Albertus	 Bobovius.	 He	 probably	 came	 from	 a	
noble	family.	He	must	have	received	a	good	education	at	home,	which	included	thorough	training	in	music	and	
languages.	At	 a	 young	age	he	was	 captured	 in	 a	war	 and	brought	 to	 Istanbul	 as	 a	 slave.	 There	he	 lived	and	
received	education	for	many	years	in	the	Enderun	(i.e.	‘interior’	service	of	the	Ottoman	imperial	court).	In	the	
court	 he	 converted	 to	 Islam	and	 adopted	 the	name	Ali.	 In	 the	Enderun	 he	mainly	 served	 as	 a	musician	 and	
dragoman.	He	played	zither,	but	probably	 learned	 lute	as	well.	He	spoke	several	 languages,	 including	Polish,	
Turkish,	Arabic,	Persian,	Latin,	Italian,	French,	German	and	Greek.	He	was	manumitted	from	bondage	after	19	
years.	 After	 gaining	 his	 freedom,	 he	 continued	 to	 live	 in	 Istanbul,	where	 he	 died	 around	 1675.	 His	 place	 of	
death	 is	 not	 without	 controversy.	Whereas	 some	 researchers	 think	 that	 he	 passed	 away	 in	 Istanbul,	 some	
others	think	that	Kraków	is	his	resting	place	(cf.	Öztuna	1990:	54,	Cevher	1995:	7-12,	Behar	2005:	17-55).	Agata	
Pawlina,	a	young	diligent	researcher	from	Kraków	works	on	his	birth	date	and	place,	early	 life,	ancestors	etc.	
Most	likely	very	soon,	we	will	learn	about	Ali	Ufkî	Bey	more.	
	
Ali	 Ufkî	 Bey	wrote	 and/or	 translated	 several	works	 in	 the	 fields	 of	music,	 philology,	 religion,	 and	 sociology,	
including	Mecmū‘a-i	 Sāz	ü	Söz	and	 the	sketchbook	 registered	 in	Bibliothèque	Nationale	de	France	under	 the	
signature	[Turc	292],	which	contain	the	hymn	I	will	talk	about	today.	There	are	also	numerous	works,	essays,	
dissertations,	books,	etc.	written	about	his	personality	and	works,	penned	not	only	in	Turkey	and	Poland,	but	
also	in	other	countries.	
	
I	had	my	first	encounter	with	Ali	Ufkî	Bey	when	I	was	17	years	old,	i.e.	in	1985,	in	Sivas,	thanks	to	a	facsimile	
edition	of	his	famous	musical	work	Mecmū‘a-i	Sāz	ü	Söz	(Collection	of	Compositions	and	Poetries,	hereinafter	
abbreviated	as	[MSS]),	and	at	that	time	I	probably	did	not	even	know	that	he	was	of	Polish	descent.	I	studied	
the	work	in	vain	for	a	long	time	to	understand	it.	My	philological	and	musical	knowledge	was	obviously	not	ripe	
enough	 at	 the	 time.	 After	 a	while,	 I	 gave	 up	 on	 this	 humble	 investigation	 and	 returned	 the	 facsimile	 to	 its	
owner.	
	
A	few	years	later,	when	I	was	studying	in	Istanbul	-presumably	in	the	year	1988-	I	heard	some	songs	from	his	
collection	book	for	the	first	time,	giving	me	greater	sympathy	for	Ali	Ufkî	Bey.	 I	was	probably	one	of	the	first	
lucky	ones	in	Turkey	who	was	able	to	listen	to	and	enjoy	this	music.	It	was	the	cassette	edition	released	by	Ruhi	
Ayangil	and	his	band.	As	far	as	I	can	remember,	the	cassette	contained	about	a	dozen	songs	based	on	Ali	Ufkî	
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Bey’s	book,	and	most	of	them	were	hymns.	However,	what	captured	the	greatest	attention	was	the	first	hymn	
performed	following	a	zither	improvisation	by	Ayangil.	This	hymn	would	soon	gain	great	popularity	among	the	
Turks.	Nowadays,	it	is	known	to	almost	all	Turks.	
	
Here,	 I	will	 talk	about	 this	hymn,	 sharing	with	you	some	philological	and	musical	 remarks.	The	hymn	can	be	
found	 in	 both	works,	 i.e.	 [MSS]	 (Elçin	 1976:	 248)	 dated	 1650	 and	 [Turc	 292]	 (298r)	 in	 Paris,	 in	 Bibliothèque	
Nationale	de	France.	
	
It	is	possible	to	summarize	as	follows	the	data	in	both	manuscripts	regarding	the	hymn:	
	
	 Source	 Poet		 Composer	 Mode	 Rhythmic	Pattern	

1	 [MSS]	 Sulṭān	Murād	Han	 Sultan	 Murād	
Han	?	

Evc		
(tonic	note	E/Mi	)	

𝄡 	clef	on	the	3rd	line	

12/2	(devr-i	revān)	

2	 [Turc	292]	 Murād		
(pseudonym	 in	 the	
poem)	

--	 -	-		
(tonic	note	C/Do	?)	

𝄡 	clef	on	the	4th	line	?	

12/2	

	
1.	[MSS]	(Elçin,	1976:		248):	
	

	
	
2.	[Turc	292/298r]	in	Bibliothèque	Nationale	de	France:	
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[Turc	292]	contains	the	same	text	in	Arabic-Ottoman	letters	with	two	minimal	morphological	differences	with	
[MSS]	which	are	pointed	out	below.	Therefore,	I	shall	not	present	its	text	here	again.	
	
However,	a	search	on	the	notes	of	the	hymn	reveals	the	following	modern	sources	as	well:	
	
	 Source	 Poet	 Composer	 Mode	 Time	signature	

1	 Ruhi	Ayangil	 Murad	III	 Murad	III	 Irak	 3/4	
2	 M.	Hakan	Cevher	 Murad	 Murad	?	 Maḳām-ı	Mezbūr	[Evc]	 Devr-i	revān	
3	 [Bekir]	Reha	Sağbaş	

(in	A.	Hatipoğlu)	
	 	 “Evc	İlahi	–	on	the	pitch	Irak”	 	

4	 A.[hmet]	Hatipoğlu	 Murad	IV	 	 Kürdi	(falling)-Muhayyer	Kürdi	 6/4	
5	 Remzi	Oktan		 --	 Murad	IV	 Muhayyer	Kürdi	 6/4	
6	 Halil	Cay	 Murad	III	 Murad	III	 Kürdi	 6/4	
7	 İsmet	Burkay	 Ali	 Ufkî	

Bey	
Murad	III	 Muhayyer	Kürdi	 6/4	

8	 turksanatmuzigi.org		 Murad	V	 Murad	V	 Muhayyer	Kürdi	 6/4	
	
1.	R[uhi]	Ayangil	[Murat	Bardakçı	?]:	
	

	
	
2.	M.	Hakan	Cevher	(1995:	771):	

	
/../	

	
	

The	 first	 note	 on	 the	 second	 row	 should	 be	 C/Do	 (“Fa”	 in	 Turkish	 notation)	 and	 not	 A/La	 (“Re”	 in	 Turkish	
notation).	
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3.	[Bekir]	Reha	Sağbaş	(cited	by	Hatipoğlu):	
	

	
	
“Kaynak:	 Ali	 Ufkî’den	 Reha	 Sağbaş	 imzalı	 Evc	 ilahi	 olarak	 ırak	 perdesinde	 yazılmış	 olan	 bu	 ilâhi,	 makam	
karakteri	ve	program	gereği	dügâhta	“inici	Kürdî”	olarak	yazıldı.	A.	Hatipoğlu,	Aralık	99.”		
“Source:	 Written	 by	 Reha	 Sağbaş	 in	 the	 Evc	maqam	 (mode)	 and	 on	 the	 pitch	 irak,	 this	 hymn	 was	 hereby	
rewritten	 in	 the	mode	of	descending	Kürdi	 on	 the	pitch	dügâh	 as	 per	 the	maqam	 features	 and	program.	A.	
Hatipoğlu,	December	99.”	
	
	
4.	A.	Hatipoğlu:	
	

	
	
	
5.	Remzi	Oktan:	
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6.	Halil	Cay:	
	

	
	
7.	İsmet	Burkay:	
	

	
	
8.	turksanatmuzigi.org:	
	

	
	
	
Obviously,	the	information	provided	by	these	sources	is	quite	discrepant	from	each	other.	Such	inconsistency	
also	involves	very	strange	and	fantastical	statements.	For	instance,	Ali	Ufkî	Bey	is	referred	to	as	the	poet	in	one	
sheet	music,	while	another	cites	Murad	either	as	only	the	poet	and	both	the	composer	and	poet.	Furthermore,	
for	this	17th-century	poem,	even	one	case	mistakes	the	name	Murad	for	Murad	V,	a	sultan	who	lived	in	the	19th	
century.	
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Philological	Notes	
	
If	we	attempt	to	rewrite	the	text	of	the	hymn	in	[MSS]	in	printed	Arabic-Ottoman	characters,	it	would	look	as	in	
the	 following	 rows.	 [Turc	292]	has	 the	 same	 text,	but	without	 the	 title	 (the	 rows	 [١]	 and	 [٢]).	 Two	words	 in	
[Turc	 292]	 with	 different	 morphological	 structures	 are	 represented	 in	 brackets	 [	 ].	 I	 did	 not	 mark	 the	
orthographic	differences	between	manuscripts,	which	would	be	irrelevant	for	the	scope	of	this	study.	
	

	
	
Along	with	 the	entire	 text	written	 in	Arabic-Ottoman	 letters,	 the	 first	 quatrain	of	 [Turc	292]	was	also	noted	
down	in	Latin	script:	
	
Vian	 i	 giozlerim	gafletden	Vian	Vian	Vikusi	 ciok	giozlerim	Vian	Azrailun	kasdi	gianeder	 inan	Vian	 i	 ghiozlerim	
gafletden	Vian	Vian	uikusi	ciok	ghiozlerim	Vian.	
	
The	text	could	be	interpreted	as	follows:		
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uyan	 ėy	 gözlerim	 ġafletden	 uyan	 /	 uyan	 uyḳusï	 çok	 gözlerim	 uyan	 /	 azrailün	 kasdi	 canedǝr	 inan/	 uyan	 ėy	
gözlerim	ġafletden	uyan	/	uyan	uyḳusï	çok	gözlerim	uyan.	
	
	
About	the	poet	and	composer:		
	
As	typical	for	such	works,	the	title	of	the	text	in	[MSS]	is	not	Turkish.	Apart	from	the	eulogy	phrase,	it	is	written	
entirely	in	Persian.	The	first	line	reads	ilāhī[-i]	sulṭān	murād	ḫan	-	ṭābe	serāhu	 ‘Hymn	of	Sultan	Murad	Khan,	
may	his	grave	be	pleasant	to	himself’,	which	states	that	the	text	is	by	a	certain	Sultan	Murad.	But	which	Murad	
could	 that	 be?	 Until	 Ali	 Ufkî’s	 time	 there	 had	 already	 been	 four	 sultans	 named	 Murad	 and	 all	 four	 had	
somehow	 written	 poems.	 They	 were:	 Murad	 I.	 (1326-1389),	 Murad	 II.	 (Muradî)	 (1404-1451),	 Murad	 III.	
(Muradî)	(1546-1595)	and	Murad	IV.	(Muradî)	(1611-1640).		

Many	researchers	and	musicians	believe	that	he	is	Murad	III,	as	seen	in	the	sheet	music	above.	They	
take	 it	 for	granted	probably	because	he	 is	the	only	Sultan	Murad	to	have	compiled	a	divan.	Yet,	 it	should	be	
underlined	 that	 this	 hymn	 is	 not	 found	 in	 his	 divan,	which	 is	 supposed	 to	 contain	 all	 the	 poems	 of	 a	 poet.	
Stylistically,	too,	the	hymn	substantially	differs	from	the	poems	in	Sultan	Murad’s	divan.	Whereas	the	poems	in	
the	divan,	as	usual,	have	a	high	style;	this	hymn,	which	was	not	written	 in	aruz	meter,	can	be	termed	rather	
folksy	because	of	its	word	repertoire	and	styles.	So	no	one	can	know	for	certain	whether	the	text	really	belongs	
to	Murad	III.	 In	my	opinion,	there	 is	a	greater	 likelihood	that	the	poem	was	written	by	Murad	IV,	who	wrote	
some	poems,	even	if	he	does	not	compile	a	diwan.	Tetik	also	argues	that	it	was	a	work	of	Murad	IV	(2005:	17	
ff.).	
	
No	specific	composer	 is	mentioned	in	the	manuscripts.	Therefore,	this	could	be	some	Sultān	Murād	Han,	but	
not	necessarily.		
	
The	Arabic	eulogy	 for	Murad	could	not	be	 read	at	all	 in	most	cases,	or	 simply	misread:	For	example,	Cevher	
(1995:	771)	and	İşler	(2018:	89	ff.)	read	the	first	word	as	“tab-ı	...”	as	if	it	were	a	Persian	izafet.	Behar	read	the	
eulogy	 as	 “tāle	 bekahu”	 (2016:	 200),	 which	means	 “may	 his	 existence	 (life)	 be	 long”.	 A	 eulogy	with	 such	 a	
meaning	 for	Murad	 III	 (or	Murad	 IV.),	 i.e.	an	already	dead	person,	would	seem	 implausible.	By	 that	 time,	all	
possible	Sultan	Murads	had	been	dead	(the	fifth	and	the	last	Ottoman	sultan	named	Murad	who	lived	between	
the	years	1840-1904	was	not	born	yet).	Thus,	the	correct	reading	of	the	eulogy	would	have	to	be	ṭābe	serāhu	
‘may	his	grave	be	pleasant	to	himself’.	
	
	
About	Transcription	and	Pronunciation:	
	
I	transcribed	the	text	as	follows	according	to	[MSS]	(Elçin,	1976:	248),	which	dates	back	to	the	year	1650.	As	far	
as	the	Ottoman	language	is	concerned,	the	17th	century	is	the	time	when	a	series	of	phonological	changes	took	
place.	The	so-called	labial	harmony,	which	today	exists	in	standard	Turkish,	emerged	only	in	the	17th	century.	
Prior	to	and	during	the	17th	century	the	labial	harmony	was	not	stable,	contrary	to	the	subsequent	century	and	
today.	 Two	 places	 with	 different	 morphological	 structures	 in	 [Turc	 192]	 are	 demonstrated	 in	 {	 },	 while	
parentheses	(	)	show	the	alternative	pronunciation	(of	vernacular	language	of	Istanbul)	in	the	transcribed	text.	
	
1)	ilāhī[-i]	sulṭān	murād	ḫan	-	ṭābe	serāhu	
Hymn	of	Sultan	Murad	Khan	–	may	his	grave	be	pleasant	to	himself	(in	modern	Turkish:	Toprağı	bol	olsun!	‘May	
his	earth	be	plenty!’)	
2)	der	maqām-i	mezbūr	uṣūleş	devr-i	revān	
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In	the	above-mentioned	mode	[Maqām-ı	Evc];	its	rhythmic	pattern	is	Devr-i	Revān.	
	
3)	oyan	(uyan)	ėy	gözlerüm	(gözlerim)	ġafletden	oyan	(uyan)	//	oyan	(uyan)	uyuqusï	(uyqusï)	çoq	gözlerüm	
(gözlerim)	 oyan	 (uyan)	 //	 ‘azrā’īlüŋ	 qaṣdï	 cānedür	 (canedǝr)	 inan	 //	 oyan	 (uyan)	 ėy	 gözlerüm	 (gözlerim)	
ġafletden	oyan	(uyan)	
Awake,	 o	my	 eyes,	 awake	 from	heedlessness!	 Awake,	my	 bleary	 eyes.	 The	 angel	 of	 death	 surely	 intends	 to	
make	an	attempt	on	your	life.	Awake,	o	my	eyes,	awake	from	heedlessness!	
4)	seḥerde	oyanurlar	(uyanurlar)	{oyanur	(uyanur)}	cümle	quşlar	/	dillü	dillerince	tesbīḥe	başlar	/	tevḥīd	eyler	
ḋaġlar	ṭaşlar	aġaçlar	/	oyan	(uyan)	-eyżan-	
All	birds	wake	up	at	dawn.	They	begin	to	praise	the	Lord	in	their	own	language.	The	mountains,	rocks	and	trees	
all	confess	his	unity.	Awake,	-the	same	[refrain]-	
	
5)	 semāvātuŋ	 qapularınï	 {qapuların}	 açarlar	 /	 mü’minlere	 (mü:minlere)	 raḥmet	 ṣuyın	 ṣaçarlar	 /	 seḥerde	
qalqana	ḥulle	biçerler	/	oyan	(uyan)	:	
They	open	the	gates	of	the	heavens,	distribute	the	water	of	mercy	[i.e.	rain]	to	the	faithful.	Celestial	garments	
are	cut	out	for	those	waking	up	at	dawn.	Awake!	:	
	
6)	benem	(benim/benüm)	murād	quluŋ	ṣuçumï	 ‘afv	ėt	ṣuçum	baġışlayup	günāhum	ref‘	ėt	/	resūlüŋ	sancaġï	
dibinde	ḥaşr	ėt	/	oyan	(uyan)	
It	is	me,	your	humble	servant	Murad,	forgive	me	my	sins.	Pardon	my	mistakes	and	remit	my	sins.	Resurrect	me	
under	the	standard	of	the	Prophet.	Awake...	
	
7)	oyan	(uyan)	ėy	gözlerüm	(gözlerim)	ġafletden	oyan	(uyan)	
Awake,	o	my	eyes,	awake	from	heedlessness!	
	
Sung	in	a	popular	version,	this	quatrain	is	not	found	in	any	of	the	books	by	Ali	Ufkî	Bey:	
	

Bu	dünya	fanidir	sakın	aldanma!	
Mağrur	olup	tac	ü	tahta	dayanma!	
Yedi	iklim	benim	deyü	güvenme!	
Uyan	ey	gözlerim	gafletten	uyan!	
[This	world	is	ephemeral,	do	not	ever	be	deceived	by	it!	
Do	not	indulge	in	vanity,	relying	on	crown	and	throne!	
Do	not	be	overconfident,	claiming	rulership	of	the	seven	climes!	
Awake,	o	my	eyes,	awake	from	heedlessness!]	
	

On	his	sheet	music,	Ayangil	claims	to	have	transformed/rewritten	the	text	and	notes	from	[MSS].	Thereby	he	
added	this	quatrain,	which	is	not	found	in	[MSS].	It	is	not	clear	where	he	took	this	text,	but	certainly	not	from	
[MSS].	
	
	
About	the	verb	oyan-	/	uyan-	and	the	labial	harmony:		
	
An	important	question	is:	How	should	we	read	the	first	word	of	the	poem?	uyan	or	oyan?	The	combination	<او>	
can	usually	be	read	in	Ottoman	texts	as	/o/,	/ö/,	/u/	and	/ü/.	In	our	case,	only	/o/	and	/u/	are	possible.	Today,	
the	same	word	is	pronounced	with	/u/	in	standard	Turkish.	But	was	it	the	same	in	the	17th	century	or	earlier?	
No,	not	really.	Even	though	the	verbs	uyumak	and	uyanmak	are	phonetically	and	semantically	similar	to	each	
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other,	these	verbs	do	not	originate	from	the	same	stem.	Uyu-	comes	from	uðı:-	and	uyan-	from	oðɣan-	<	*oð-	
(Clauson	 1972:42	 and	 62).	 The	 former	 signifies	 the	 process	 into	 or	 in	 sleep,	whereas	 the	 latter	 involves	 the	
meaning	‘from	sleep’.	Thus,	they	are	often	pronounced	together,	such	as	uyuyup-oyanmak,	uyudum-oyandım	
etc.	The	analogy	caused	the	assimilation	of	the	initial	/o/	and	hence,	we	pronounce	the	word	as	uyan-	today.	
Another	and	possibly	more	 important	reason	has	to	do	with	regressive	assimilation,	meaning	that	the	closed	
semi-consonant	/y/	triggered	a	change	in	the	vowel	from	open	/o/	to	close	/u/.	

Meninski,	who	 learned	Turkish	 from	Ali	Ufkî	Bey,	 gives	 the	word	 in	his	monumental	 and	mammoth	
work	with	an	initial	/o/	as	oyanmak,	and	the	other	one	with	/u/	as	uyuku	(1680:	554-556).	Also	in	some	dialects	
of	Turkish,	the	word	is	still	pronounced	as	oyan-	today.	But	we	find	these	words	as	uyan-	and	uyku	in	the	Latin	
text	in	[Turc	292].	What	does	this	purport	to	be?	In	my	view,	these	words	were	pronounced	as	oyan-/uyuku	in	
the	high-class	language	of	the	17th-century	elites	and	as	uyan-/uyku	in	the	vernacular	language	of	Istanbul.	

	
To	 sum	 up,	 regarding	 labial	 harmony	 I	 argue	 that	 Meninski’s	 Lexicon	 represents	 a	 conservative-formal	
pronunciation	(therefore	gözlerüm),	whereas	[Turc	292]	indicates	a	changing	modern	pronunciation	(therefore	
gözlerim)	in	the	same	century.	
	
	
On	the	Notation	and	the	Music	
	
Comparison	of	[MSS]	and	[Turc-292]:	
	

	
	

A	 comparison	 of	 both	 versions	 of	 the	 hymn	 reveals	 that	 the	 first	 and	major	 difference	 has	 to	 do	 with	 the	
positions	of	the	clefs.	While	the	clef	in	[MSS]	is	on	line	3	(	𝄡	),	it	is	placed	on	line	4	in	[Turc	292].	I	believe	that	

the	clef	on	line	4	(	𝄡	)	in	the	sketchbook	[Turc	292]	was	written	by	mistake.	Another	major	problem	is	that	the	
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second	measure	of	[MSS]	(2nd	row)	is	not	complete	regarding	the	time.	Thus,	I	preferred	the	measure	in	[Turc	
292]	over	the	measure	in	[MSS].	
	
	
Combination	(1)	of	the	two	examples	(with	the	clef	𝄡 	on	line	3):	
	
	

	
	
	
The	combination	consists	of	two	common	measures,	one	from	[MSS]	and	two	from	[Turc	292].	
[*]	♯	 on	 the	3rd	measure	also	 lends	 itself	 to	an	alternative	 interpretation.	Thus,	 I	 took	 the	3rd	measure	 from	
[Turc	292].	It	is	also	possible	to	interpret	the	hymn	without	it.	
	
	
	

Combination	(2)	(with	the	clef 𝄞 	on	line	2,	as	usual	in	Turkish	notation	today):	
	

	
	
	
Below	is	the	transposition	on	the	pitch	Fa	♯	(European	C	♯),	which	is	the	tonic	note	(karar	perdesi)	for	maqam	
Evc.	If	we	transpose	the	piece	(keeping	all	intervals	as	in	the	original),	we	obtain	the	following	notation.	
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Explanations	for	key	signatures:		
	
Si	 [ ]	 (Turkish):	 The	 reason	 I	 use	 it	 is	 because	 it	 is	 always	written	 in	modern	notations	of	 Evc	 pieces	 as	 key	
signature.	However,	the	transposition	of	the	intervals	used	in	the	hymn	in	[MSS]	does	not	require	this	sign,	so	I	
represented	it	in	[	].	(Thus,	there	is	no	need	to	play	it	here.)	
Fa	♯	 (Turkish):	 It	 is	written	both	because	of	transposition	of	scale	and	the	modal	features	of	Evc.	 It	 is	always	
written	at	the	beginning	of	notes	of	Evc	pieces.	This	pitch	is	also	the	tonic	note	of	Evc.	
Do	[	♯]	(Turkish):	This	is	an	accidental	in	Evc.	Even	though	it	is	never	written	as	key	signature	in	modern	usage,	
the	 transposition	 of	 scale	 from	 original	 note	 requires	 to	 play	 the	 piece	 always	 with	 this	 sign.	 In	 modern	
notation	it	can	be	placed	between	notes,	if	necessary.	I	placed	it	in	lieu	of	key	signatures	-however	in	[	]-,	for	
Do	is	played	always	with	[	♯]	in	this	hymn.	
	
Summary:	Si	[ 	]	shall	never	be	played	in	this	hymn.	However,	Fa	♯	and	Do	[	♯]	should	always	be	played.	
	
Explanations	for	accidentals	on	the	third	row:	
	
Sol	[	♯ ]	(Turkish):	It	is	only	found	in	[Turc	292].	So	it	can	only	be	used	for	an	alternative	interpretation.	
Sol	 [	 ♮	 ]	 (Turkish):	 According	 to	 the	 general	 features	 of	 Turkish	 music.	 If	 the	 sign	 [	 ♯]	 should	 be	 used	 in	
ascending	parts	in	some	special	cases,	it	should	be	changed	to	[	♮	]	in	descending	melodies.	
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About	the	mode	(maqam):		
	
The	hymn’s	title	 informs	us	of	 its	maqam:	der	maqām-i	mezbūr,	meaning	 ‘in	the	above-mentioned	maqam’.	
Since	 Ali	 Ufkî	 placed	 this	 hymn	 in	 the	 chapter	 titled	Maqam-Evc	 (Eviç),	 we	 should	 assume	 that	 it	 was	 also	
composed	in	the	said	maqam.		
	
The	typical	pitches	of	the	Maqam-Evc	are	as	follows	(Öztuna	1990:	268,	cf.	Özkan	1990:	449):	
	
	

	
	
The	features	of	the	abovementioned	maqams	on	music	sheets	by	some	musicians	(Irak,	Kürdi	and	Muhayyer	
Kürdi)	can	be	compared	in	Özkan	(1990:	111	ff.,	445	ff.,	467	ff.)	
	
Differences	between	maqam	descriptions	in	theory	books	and	the	interval	structure	of	the	hymn:		
	
After	 the	 transposition	 of	 scale	 we	 do	 not	 obtain	 a	 Si	 [ ]	 (one	 point	 lower),	 which	 is	 necessary	 in	modern	
notation	of	Evc.		
One	of	the	important	aspects	of	maqam	Evc	is	that	pieces	composed	with	it	very	often	require	a	Mi	[	♯],	even	
though	it	is	never	written	as	key	signature.	The	said	sign	is	usually	written	before	the	related	note,	if	required.	
Our	hymn	uses	no	Mi	[	♯],	but	just	Mi.	
	
	
About	the	rhythmic	pattern	(usul):		
	
The	title	of	the	hymn	indicates	that	its	rhythm	pattern	is	Devr-i	Revān	(uṣūleş	devr-i	revān).	In	modern	theory	
books	 on	 Turkish	 music,	 three	 types	 of	 rhythmic	 patterns	 are	 described	 in	 which	 the	 name	 Devr-i	 Revan	
appears:		
1)	Maybe	the	most	famous	is	Devr-i	Revan	of	Maulawis/Ayin	(‘Ayin/Mevlevi	Devr-i	Revanı’).		

(14/4	or	14/8	=	3	+	4	+	3	+	4)	(Öztuna	1990	:	I/221,	Özkan	1990:	634-642).		
2)	Another	one	is	Devr-i	Revan	of	Songs	(‘Şarkı	Devr-i	Revanı’)		

(13	=	3+4+4+2)	(Öztuna	1990:	II/336,	Özkan	1990:	634-642).	
3)	The	last	one	is	Devr-i	Revan	of	Bektashis	(‘Bektaşi	Devr-i	Revanı’)		

(13	=	4+5+4)	(Öztuna	1990:	I/152,	Özkan	1990:	634-642).	
	
An	examination	of	the	hymn	in	the	manuscripts	reveals	that	patterns	consist	of	12	units,	meaning	that	none	of	
the	abovementioned	three	categories	matches	the	rhythmic	pattern	of	the	hymn.	
	
If	 we	 consult	 the	 theory	 books	 again,	 we	 would	 find	 some	 rhythm	 patterns	 consisting	 of	 12	 units	 such	 as	
Frenkçin	(3+3+2+2+2=12),	Nim	Çember	(4+6+2=12)	or	İkiz	Aksak	(7+5=12)	(Özkan	1990:	626	ff.).	None	of	them	
has	the	same	structure	regarding	distribution	and	emphasis	as	the	hymn.	
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In	 summary,	 I	 believe	we	 have	 to	 accept	 that	 the	 hymn	was	 composed	 on	 a	 12-unit	 pattern	 named	Devr-i	
Revan	 in	 the	 17th	 century,	 which	 does	 not	match	 today’s	 standards.	 However,	 it	 should	 be	 underlined	 that		
since	1988	the	hymn	has	been	notated	and	played	as	Semai	(3/4)	or	Yürük	Semâî	(6/8	or	6/4),	which	is	arguably	
erroneous.	
	
In	my	presentation,	there	were	times	I	had	to	provide	too	many	-and	maybe	unnecessary-	musical	explanations,	
for	which	 I	apologize	 to	musical	experts.	However,	 I	had	 to	consider	 that	 the	paper	will	not	only	be	 read	by	
professional	musicians.	
	
As	 a	 final	 remark,	 it	 was	 a	 great	 pleasure	 for	 the	 author	 of	 this	 paper	 to	 play	 and	 sing	 the	 hymn	 in	 the	
magnificent	 hall	 of	 a	 historical	 building,	 i.e.	 the	 council	 hall	 of	 the	 Palace	 of	Wielopolski	 Family	 (today	 the	
Council	Chamber	of	Kraków	City).		
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